
 

 

Signing Glossary for Science Exhibits Toolkit 
 

 

 
 

The Signing Glossaries1 are six separate apps for visitors, ages 5-12+ who are deaf or hard of 
hearing to use in conjunction with a visit to your setting. They are available free from the Apple App 
Store for use with iOS devices and from the Google Play Store for use with Android devices. The Signing 
Glossary for Science Exhibits Toolkit is intended to help you integrate the glossary into your offerings. It 
is divided into four sections: Section 1 shows the interactive glossary features. Section 2 suggests how to 
announce the glossary to visitors and make it available as a download to personal devices. Section 3 
offers tips for visitor use before, during, and after the visit. Section 4 suggests ways to integrate the 
glossary into your offerings. 

 
Section 1: Interactive Glossary Features 

Each glossary includes hundreds of terms that visitors might encounter during a visit and 
incorporates interactive features that provide options for personalized use. A Quick Start Guide provides 
an overview of what is available. 

 

 
 

                                                
1 The Glossaries were developed by TERC and funded in part by the National Science Foundation, #1602284. All 

opinions, findings, conclusions, and recommendations expressed herein are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the funders. 
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A Navigation Bar can be used to find terms in three different ways. 1) Click the Letter 
icon. Select a letter to see a listing of all of the terms for that letter. Select a term to go to its 
Definition page. 2) Click the Category icon to see a listing of Key Terms you are likely to 
encounter during a visit and lists of terms by category. Select a term to go to its Definition page. 
3) Click the Search icon. Type the term you are looking for into the Search box. Press search to 
go to its Definition page. 
 
 

 
Navigation Bar 

 
 

         
 Letter List    Category List   Search Box 

 
 

The Definition Page provides the term selected and its definition in English. Click the 
Voice icon to listen to the term and its definition. Click the picture icon to see a relevant 
illustration. Click ASL to go to the Signing page and see a 3D avatar character sign the term and 
its definition. Use the video controls to start and stop the signing, go forward and back, change 
the page size, and return to the definition page. 
  

Incorporating these interactive features offers a glossary that avoids a “one size fits all” approach 
that provides options for personalized use by individual visitors and families with varied needs. 
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Section 2: Making the Glossary Available to Visitors 
Visitors may want to download the glossary app to their personal devices prior to a visit, upon 

arrival, or during their visit. Be sure to accommodate users of iOS and Android devices and encourage 
each family member to download it to their device. Places to announce the glossary and make it available 
include: 1) Your venue Web site in locations that families with at least one member who is deaf or hard of 
hearing will likely notice such as trip planning or accessibility sections; 2) Signs near the ticket counter 
and entry points to exhibit areas; 3) Outreach materials, social media posts, and newsletters. Be sure to 
provide visitors with the glossary name, hyperlinks to the iOS and Android versions, download 
instructions, and a couple of lines about what the glossary is and why it might be useful. Suggest they use 
the Quick-Start Guide to help them use the interactive features. 

Links for Free Apps for iOS Devices 

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/signing-zoo-glossary/id1436635643  
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/signing-nature-center-glossary/id1436639785  
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/signing-scimuseum-glossary/id1436639314  

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/signing-nathistmuseum-glossary/id1436638576 
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/signing-aquarium-glossary/id1436632832  

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/signing-botanicalgrdn-glossary/id1436637275  

Links for Free Apps for Android Devices 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.terc.signsci.glossary.szg2.android  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.terc.signsci.glossary.sncg2.android  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.terc.signsci.glossary.ssmg2.android  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.terc.signsci.glossary.snhmg2.android 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.terc.signsci.glossary.sag2.android 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.terc.signsci.glossary.sbgg2.android 

Section 3: Tips for Visitor Use 
Visitors can use the glossary in ways that meet their needs. They can work individually or 

in groups and look up terms of interest. Strategies to get visitors started and help them use the 
glossary during and after a visit include: 1) Helping them download the glossary to their personal 
device; 2) Showing them how to use the Quick-Start Guide, helping them practice use of the 
interactive features by selecting a sample term from the alphabetical list, and having them 
compare information in the glossary with exhibit information; 3) Modeling use of the interactive 
features in conjunction with terms from an exhibit or display and then helping them use it to look 
up other terms of interest; 4) Suggesting they use the glossary during  scavenger hunts or other 
structured activities; 5) Extending use of the glossary after the visit by looking up and finding out 
more about terms that came up during the visit or that they are curious about. 6) Using the 
glossary to explore online exhibits at other venues.  

Section 4: Ways to Integrate the Glossary into Offerings 
Integrating the glossary into live shows and presentations that involve volunteers, docents, and 

interpreters will require some purposeful planning to help them become familiar with its interactive 
features and identify terms that they might use to help visitors engage with the content being presented. 
With regard to school group visitors, it is important to make teachers aware of the glossary several weeks 
prior to the visit to give them time to become familiar with it; use it to look up terms included in pre-visit 
activities and worksheets; and to consider how they might use it during the visit and afterwards in the 
classroom or in the home. 


